Are Your Inspection Rounds Delivering
Real Value to Your Business?
Every day, your field operators inspect enterprise assets and equipment and observe machine
performance, enabling plant managers to monitor asset health and detect technical issues
or damages early, before they can lead to equipment failure and downtime.
The tasks your field operators perform are critical – they provide the insights managers need
to optimize operations, ensure worker safety, extend asset lifecycles, and improve plant
performance.

CHALLENGES
Unfortunately, the true value of operator rounds eludes many industrial businesses because most field
activities are paper-based. Technicians manually record their observations on a piece of paper or printout,
transferring the data to a computer upon returning to the office. In addition to being inefficient, this process
leads to missed equipment checks and errors – and a host of other challenges:
• No centralized data that can be accessed
in real time by any worker, when and where
they need it.

• Without system visibility, it is hard to locate
technicians in the field and validate who is doing
what, and whether a task has been executed.

• Field observations are often not completely
captured, which hinders communication
and collaboration across teams.

• Existing workflows make it difficult to
run extended process analytics and gain
insights to drive operational improvements.

• Inability to report issues as they arise prevents
the initiating of timely corrective actions.

Honeywell Forge Inspection Rounds
Honeywell Forge Inspection Rounds is a cloud solution for field
operations that drives enterprise profitability at manufacturing and
services companies. It empowers you to deploy nimble and dynamic
strategies in the field – while enabling higher uptime and better datadriven decisions through insights from superior analytics.
Inspection Rounds is an out-of-the-box mobile solution for in-house
or field technicians to manage their daily operator rounds. It replaces
your manual and paper-based processes with standardized digital
and automated processes, seamlessly connecting and orchestrating
field operations across all touchpoints in the plant.
Best of all, Inspection Rounds is designed to work on any mobile
device, computer, or smart wearable, regardless of OS – enabling you
to maximize your existing IT investments.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
Increase the productivity, speed,
and accuracy of operator rounds

Validate and track activities in the field
in real time

Eliminate error-prone manual data entry
and inefficiencies from paper-based field activity

Increase operational safety
and performance of plant assets

Ensure workers are productive, connected,
safe, and informed

Reduce costs and unplanned downtime
with early detection of equipment failures

Improve field worker knowledge and
awareness of their environment

Ensure compliance with proper
documentation across the workforce

Are Your Inspection Rounds Giving
Your Business What It Needs to Be
Safer and More Profitable?
Contact us to schedule a demo and see how
Inspector Rounds can digitize and transform
your field inspections, helping you achieve your
operational goals.
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